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Re:  Nelson Hydro 2018 Rate Increase

Last Year BCUC questioned the annual $2000 maintenance fee for the solar garden. 

I just became aware of an email sent to all solar investors on Mar. 15, 2018.

It states they are installing security cameras at the Community Solar Garden Site.

The last security cameras installed at the city works yard cost $12,000 or more and I believe there may 
be a monthly monitoring fee that continues.

I have emailed the hydro manager/council/mayor twice now asking why Nelson won't provide 
meaningful public data from their solar project.   I receive no reply.  

You can  see their data here 

I showed them the Banff example allows public data for their solar project 

Why won't Nelson open up its solar data to the public?  Might it have something to do with the fact 
since October its made the power our own plant can make for $200?   Attributing any value to solar 
power from spring runoff through high summer water levels into fall is false.  There is no need for 
power at this time, if we can't use all the water spilling over the several dams within a few kilometres 
why add solar, its just more water down the river.

SolShare a Vancouver public venture shows public data 

10 schools bought solar panels for educational purposes they need to see far more information.

No data was ever collected for the solar site.  I see a real problem with the engineering.
  You can read my blog   Making the Shoe Fit Engineering 

They have plowed the road, had copper theft, attempted solar panel theft and ratepayers will be on the 
hook for whatever comes up in future. 
How engineering arrived at a 25 year payback that fit the needs of the project is difficult to understand.
Even more difficult is the manager of Nelson hydro in the public press saying it will payback in 10 or 
12 years.  Or the project aligns with the cities Path to 2040 all about GHG and carbon reduction.
Nothing is cleaner or greener than our waterpower, solar adds to this cities carbon footprint.
We deserve better.

 They keep telling me its “fully” funded by those who opted in, nonsense.  If it were I wouldn't be 
subsidizing it paying full retail for the power or for any and all future costs.

Norm Yanke
ret'd Electronics Technologist Supervisor
Nelson BC

https://enlighten.enphaseenergy.com/pv/public_systems/Rm3B950977/overview?preview=1
https://www.apsystemsema.com/intoDemoUser.action?id=0b2848875a1cbd7e015a20ae1a5c07f9
http://nelsonsolarpower.blogspot.ca/2016/06/solar-garden-engineering-simplified.html
https://easyview.auroravision.net/easyview/index.html?entityId=1761504



